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European project FAC
FACE Entrepreneurship gives away 100 free tickets and discounts for
Campus Party Utrecht
-

This interactive digi

FACE Entrepreneurship is raffling off 100 free tickets for Campus Party Utrecht, one of the
world’s biggest tech festivals taking place from May 25-29 in the Netherlands, and giving a 40%
Madrid,
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discount to all the users subscribing before April 22th at 12:00 CEST
.

South Summit, a three day ev
October 7th, 8th and 9th. It w
FACE Entrepreneurship is raffling off 100 free tickets (one per winner) forproject.
Campus
TheParty
Failure Aversion
Utrecht among the users registering in its platform here. The winners will be the
ones
withunder
the Horizon 2
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most positive votes on their contributions on the digital platform during this period
. Moreover,
all
Europeans
by fighting
agains

the members registering to FACE Entrepreneurship’s platform here will receive a
promotional code that they can use to get a 40% discount when purchasingLas
tickets
forBullring
the will host t
Ventas
Entrepreneurship´s
event. Both promotions include 5 day pass to event, workshop, panel, demos,
and access to firstnoffline
Pau Garcia Milà, Rodrigo del
camping at Campus Party and they can be purchased until April 22nd , 12:00 CEST.

(FACErs) to share the ups an
to entrepreneurship.
Based on gamification dynamics, FACE Entrepreneurship offers a wide range
of resources The even
entrepreneurs can follow and
distributed in a box representing the path that any entrepreneur would follow in the process
workshop which will require F

of converting its ICT idea into a product or service fit for the market. Each square in the box
represents a situation that any entrepreneur could face and it shows different
content and
The project seeks to promote
activities to participate in. Thanks to the gameplay, participants can win different
prizes like
entrepreneurs.
One of FACE
these Campus Party tickets, trips to offline events, guided visits consolidated
start-ups,
and
digital
platform
which will hos
much more.
ICT entrepreneurship. To acc
Campus Party Utrecht
to register on the website and

This learning journey will gran
series,
expert
advice, etc.
Campus Party is one of the world’s biggest tech festivals. It will take place from
May
25-29,

2016 in Utrecht, the Netherlands. The global phenomenon will be attended by students, tech
After Madrid, the project will t
fans, innovators and geeks from all over the world. Participants – called Campuseros
– work
entrepreneurs
(London, Dubli
together for five days, 24 hours a day, actively contributing to solutions for future
challenges
July 2016.
Spanish communic
initiative
in workshops and hackathons. They are joined by organizations and individuals
at thethrough
cuttingits companie
Open
Future
and Microsoft Bi
edge of technology. This year, the line-up includes a Nobel Prize Laureate and Hyperloop
developers.
The Failure Aversion Change
Campuseros spend the night in Jaarbeurs, Utrecht, in a special hall with 5,000communications
tents. They willcampaign in
fighting
againstby
the fear of fail
be able to enhance their skills during multiple workshops and will be inspired
findTechnologies,
full programme for FACE
international keynote speakers. Dirk Ahlborn from Hyperloop Transportation
Nobel Prize winner Dan Shechtman, CEO of Fairphone Bas van Abel, Camille François of the
Berkman Center for Internet & Society of Harvard University and Matthew Reyes from GoPro
NASA are just a few of the names speaking at the event. Exciting technologies
will
also be
FACE
Entrepreneurship
prog
exhibited, including 3D printing, virtual reality and robotics. Also, there will be a wide variety
of digital entertainment in the form of game tournaments, drone races and cosplay.
More about FACE Entrepreneurship
FACE (Failure Aversion Change in Europe) Entrepreneurship is a European campaign led by
Grupo Secuoya and funded by the H2020 European Commission Programme. Its main goal is
to promote ICT entrepreneurship among young Europeans and to challenge the perception of
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failure through the understanding of concepts such as resilience and riskEuropean
aversion, and
project FAC
through the confrontation of the most common fears entrepreneurs FACE.

Besides online resources such as interviews with top of the line entrepreneurs, direct
tips
- This
interactive digi
about what investors value the most and are looking for and information for starting up a
business, FACE Entrepreneurship offers offline events with workshops, panels, networking
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sessions with well-known entrepreneurs and much more.
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digital platform which will hos
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